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Impacts of Advertising, Attitudes, 
Lifestyles, and Health on the Demand for 
U.S. Pork: A Micro-Level Analysis 

Oral Capps, Jr. and Jaehong Park 

ABSTRACT 

Using data fi-om the 1994-1 996 CSFIlIDHKS, we identify and a\\c\s fi~ctor\ affecting the 
decision to consume pork and conditional on consuming poi-k, the decision of the amount 
of pork intake. Branded and generic advertising of pork play :I prominent role in both 
decisions. Beef advertising. however. does not signitic;tntly affect either the probability of 
consuming pork or the amount of pork intake. Key health. ~ittit~1din;il :~nci lilkstyle factors 
arc smoking status, dietary st;ttus. body rnass index, the ilnporrancc of nutrition i n  buying 
l'oocl, ancl trimming visible hit from meat. These i'irctoss ho\vcvcr impact the probitbility 
of consumi~lg pork rather than the itmount 01' pork consu~ned. Region. ~lrb;uni7ation. race, 
age. income, and sea\onality also affect pork delnand. 

Key Words: hr-trricl~rl r rr l~~~rr i . r i r~g trrrtl prot?rotior~, CSFII / I )HKS (1994496). g(,rrrr-ic, trtl\,cr-- 
ri.tir1g rrtir/ prorlrorior~, por.X clc~rritrr~tl. r~ork c~lrcc~koff: 

P r e v i o ~ ~ s  studies have provided evidence to in- 
dicate that advertising and promotion affect 
consumer behavior (e.g. Forker and Ward; 
Ward and Lambert: Kinnucan and Forker; 
Kaiser et al: Capps ct al; Brester and Schroe- 
der) .  Further, previous studies have demon- 
strated the importance of health and nutrition 
as determinants of food demand (e.g. Putler 
and F r a ~ a o ;  Capps and Schmitz; Carlson and 
Could). Kinnucan et al explored sirnultaneous- 
ly the effects of both health information ;und 
generic promotion on U.S. demands for beef. 

along with traditional determinants. To 11ndt.r- 

stand the driving forces of meat demand. these 
studies of meat demand have typically relied 

on  the use of aggregate time-series data. But 
tirne-series data generally preclude f'ocusing 
o n  demographics and other information. such 
as  attitudes and lifestyles. that are ~ ~ n i c l ~ ~ e  to 
each household 01- individual. In  fact. a major 
limitation in meat demand studies has been a 

lack of detailed data about consumer health 
concerns, health-related behavio~;  and attitudes 

toward food consurnvtion. 
pork, poultry. and fish. To circumvent some of the shortcomings of 

The at'orementionecl studies have docu- the aggregate approach, we ex- 
mented the merit of accounting for advertising plore the nature of modeling meat demand at 
and promotion as well as  health and nutrition the or individual level, To this end 

we  center attention on pork. The  source of 
01-al Capph i h  prok\\or and Jaehonp Park is graduate data Tc>r this analvsis is the 1994-96 Continu- . . 
research assiqtant. t.cspectively. in the Department of i,lS of Food for 
Agric~llt~~r;~I Ecorlt>nlic\. Texas A&M University. Se- 
nior authorship i h  nor ashignccl. Funding for this re- (CSFII) and the 1994-96 Diet Health and 

search was provided by the National Pork Board. Knowledge Survey (DHKS).  We emphasile 



assessing the impacts of advertising on the de- 
~iiand for pork. while controlling for lifestyles, 
health, nutrition, and other traditional factors. 
At present. U.S. pork producers, via a check- 
off program under the auspices of the Pork 
Promotion, Research, and Consumer Tnfor- 
mation Act of 1985, invest about $12 to $15 
million annually to advertise and promotc 
pork products in generic fashion. The check- 
off, cull-ently 45 cents per $100 value. is man- 
aged by the National Pork Board (NPB) to 
preserve and enhance the demand for pork 
products. The assessment o f  the impacts of ad- 
vertising and promotion at the micro-level 
may then be compared with the impacts esti- 
mated using time-series or macro-level data. 
Thus this analysis provides useful information 
to pork producers in the evaluation of their 
checkoff program. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the 
next section we discuss ~noclel developn~ent. 
We describe data and the empirical procedures 
in the third section, and detail empirical results 
in the fourth section. Finally, we rnake con- 
cluding remarks. 

Model Development 

The theoretical framework is sim~lar to the 
work of Basmann in conjunction with con- 
sumer del-nand with variable preferences. The 
utility function for individual i may be ex- 
pressed us 

where O(r )  reflects individual assesslnents of 
the quality of the commodity vector q, at a 
given point in time. The vector r ,  represents 
Houthakker-Taylor state variables which cor- 
respond to stock of knowledgelinformation 
available to individual i as well as attitudes 
and lifestyles of individual i. The vector s i  cor- 
responds to socio-demographic characteristics. 
With this fSramework by assumption, the for- 
mulation of consumer preferences rests in part 
on information about the characteristics of q. 

Maxilnization of U ,  with respect to q,, giv- 
en r ,  and s i ,  under classical conditions, yields 
Marshallian demand functions of the form 

Micro-level demand relationships depend not 
only on prices (p)  and incotne (F,) but also 
state variables and socio-demographic char- 
acteristics. This framework is not inconsistent 
with the concept of the information-augment- 
ed quantity vector of market goods put for- 
ward by Choi and Sosin. Importantly, this 
framework applies to the assessment of infor- 
mation in regard to advertising and promotion. 
The perception of the quality 8 ( r i )  of a good 
by the individual consumer affects the utility 
function. This perception of product quality 
depends on information, r i ,  available to indi- 
vidual i. The greater the extent of advertising 
and promotion about a particular good ( r , )  

(positive information), the greater the con- 
sumption of that good, all other factors in- 
variant. 

We operationalize this theoretical frame- 
work specifically for pork and specifically tai- 
lored to questions and information available 
from the 1994-96 CSFIIIDHKS. Schematical- 
ly this framework is outlined in Figure 1. Im- 
portantly, prices are omitted from this analysis 
because of lack of sufficient variability over 
this per~od and because I-egion and seamnality 
typically reflect pi-ice variation in cross-sec- 
tional data sets. 

Two-Step Decision Models 

In modeling demand using micro-level data, it 
is common to find zero levels of consumption. 
Reasons for nonconsuniption include nonpre- 
ference, inventory effects, price effects, or the 
length of the survey period (Cheng and 
Capps). Because the sample in this analysis 
constitutes consulnption over two nonconsec- 
utive days. many individuals may have zero 
levels of consumption. 

Double-hurdle models and traditional sample 
selection models facilitate zero consumption. 
Both models explicitly incorporate participation 
decisions separate from consumption decisions. 
Right-hand side variables may have different 
and even opposite effects in the two decision 
stages (Lin and Schmidt; Jones; Haines et al; 
Burton et al; Blisard and BLaylock). Since some 



AttitudesiLifestyIes 
Key Questions From DHKS: A e t i s i n g  and 

Promotion 
(1) Would you say always, 

sometimes, rarely, or never NPB advertising 
that you cat fish or poultry 
instead of meat? pro~notional 

activities (branded, 
(2) At your main meal, about how generic); competitor 

Inany times in a week do you advertising 
eat beef, pork, or lamb? activities 

( 3 )  When you eat Ineat (beef, 
pork, or lamb) do you usually 
cat small, medium. or large 
portions? 

(4) When you eat meat and there 
is visible fat, do you trim the 
fat al\vnys, sometimes, rarely, Other Factors: 
none? 

1 .  Reportcd day in the 
( 5 )  Does what you cat make a big week of intake 

difference in your chance of 2. Participation in 
gctting a disease, like heart public assistance or 
disease or  cancer'? governrtlent 

programs 
(6) How many scrvings from Seasonality 

dirferent food groups would 
you say a person at your age 
and sex should eat each day 
for good health? 

(7) Is i t  important to choose a diet I 

low in fat'? 

(8) Is i t  important to choose a diet 
low in cholesterol? 

Figure 1. Framework for Analysis 

CONSUMPTION 
OR INTAKE 

Health Indicators: 

Status 

Dietary Status 
Body Mass 
Index (Heighl 
and Weight) 

U.S. consumers avoid pork purchases, it is im- 
portant to capture the two-stage decision process 
associated with pork consun~ption. 

Choosing arnong double-hurdle and sample 
selection models is both a theoretical and an 
empirical question. We adopt the double-hur- 
dle model in this analysis. In this process the 
first step constitutes the participation deci- 
sion-to consume or not to consume pork. 
The second step deals with the consumption 
decision; tha t  is, given that the individual de- 

Characteristics of Individuals 

1. Age 
2. Gender 
3. L.evel of Education 
4. Rucc, Ethnicity 
5. Employment Status 

Socio-DemographicFaetors 

[Jrbanization 
Household Size 
1 ncorne 

cides to consume pork, we determine the 
amount of pork consumption. (Heckman; 
Chenp and Capps; Blisard and Blaylock). The 
use of OLS procedures ignores the nature of 
the two-step process; OLS estimation is not 
the optimal procedure because of bias and in- 
consistelicy of parameter estimates due to cen- 
sored responses. Tobit analysis also may be 
used, but the use of Tobit analysis restricts the 
directional effects to be the same for the two- 
stage process (Byrile, Capps. and Saha). Heck- 



man's sample selection model implies that 
zero consumption is indicative of nonprefer- 
ence. Given the definition of pork consurnp- 
tion over two nonconsecutive days, many of 
the respondents reporting zero consumption 
are likely pork consumers who decided not to 
consume pork during the particular survey pe- 
riod. We therefore consider the possibility ol' 
corner solutions. 

Thus to observe positive consumption. the 
individual has to pass two hurdles: the partic- 
ipation hurdle and the co~lsumption hurdle. 
Zero observations may occur in either the pal-- 
ticipation decision or the consumption deci- 
sion (Lee and Maddal;~; Blundell and Meghir; 
Blayloch and Blisard). Haines et al employed 
the double-hurdle model in considering b o d  
consumption decision as a two-step process. 
Blaylock and Blisard, i n  considering cigarette 
consumption, and Yen, in considering awny- 
from-home food consumption. also used the 
double-hurdle model to allow for the intcl-ac- 
tion between decisions on whether ~uncl how 
much to consume. 

The general structure of the clo~tblc-hurdle 
model is as follo\s~s: 

q ,  = 0 otherwise 

where 

D, represents the zero-one discrete choice 
whether or not individual i consumes pork. 
q: is a latent variable corresponding to the op- 
timal quantity for individual i deriveci from 
utility maximization. A level of cons~~mpt ion  
(q,) is observed only if qj': > 0 and D, = I 
simultaneuusly. Equntiorl (421) is the partici- 
pation equation. Equation (4b) corresponds to 
the consumption equation. We assume that 
both the participation and consumption equa- 
tions are linear in parameters. The explanatory 
variables X ,  and Zi may or lnay not be the 
same in the respective e q u a t i o ~ ~ s .  Let p rep- 
resent the correlation between error terms E 

~und v. The double-hurdle two-\tep decision 
rnodel then i\ represented by the following 
likelihood function (Blundell and Meghir; 
Blaylock and B l ~ m - d ;  Moon and Ward): 

/ c b ( q j " l q ~  > O I D  = I ) ] .  

where p denotes the probability of pork con- 
sumption, and 4) denotes the standard normal 
density function. n,, and I I denote a product 
over zero observations and positive observa- 
tions. respectively. The I-esulting log-likeli- 
hood function then becomes 

where (D denotes the standard normal distri- 
bution function. If the con-elation coel'ticient p 

is Lero, the model reduces to CI-agg's indepen- 
dent rlouhle-hurdle model (CI-agg). 

Empirically. the participation stage model 
is given by 

( 7 )  PORKPKOH, 

= r r , ,  + t i ,  ln(Advertisinf & Promotior1 
b,xpendit~~rc) 

+ tr , ln(lNCOME,) + tr , ln(A(;E,  ) 

+ ( I , ,  HHSIZE, + tr ,,, MALI:', 

+ (r , , I jLACK,  + t i , ,OTHEK, 
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+ i ~ , ~ S h l O t i E N ,  + r i l ,  WICYES 

+ rr,,LCALDlET, + (I,, LFATDIET, 

+ a,,VEGEY, + LZ,,BMISP, 

+ r r Z ,  WINTER, + tr,,SPRING, 

t LI,,,SIIMMEK~ + r l , ,  WKI l  W K I l Y ,  

+ n,IWKL)YWKED, + r~ , ,K&l  E, 

t r l , ,  KQ4I1, + u ,, KQ4H1, 

+ u;,KQ?,FA, + rr,,KQISBI, 

+ ir3,Kt)2h-GA, + L I  ,, KC)?,h-C;S, 

+ rr,,, KQ26-C;K, + LI, ,  KQ342, 

+ rl,,KW343, + ir,,KQ344, + u,,KQ3SS, 

+ ir , ,  KQjSM,  i tr,,K&35L, 

+ a,, KQ37S, + (I,, KL)36R, 

+ tr,,,KQ36N, + t,, 

and the cons~~rnpt ion stage model is given by 

(8) PORK, 

= h,, + b, ln(Advertiaing 6r PI-omotion 

Espendit~~re) 

+ h,ln(lNCOMI:',) + h , ln (AGE, )  

+ b,NCV, + h,MW, + b,\VEST, 

t I>,MSANC'C, + h,NMSA, 

+ h,NHSIZE, + h, , ,MALE,  

+ ( I , ,  BLACK, t l,,IOTHEK, 

+ h,,NHISP, + b , ~ , H S ,  + h j 5 C O L i  

+ I J , ,  EMI'P, + h , ,  REGEX, 

+ h,,MODEX, + A,,lGOODH, 

+ h,,,FSYES, + A?, NVSMOKED, 

+ b,,.SMOKEN, + b2,M11CYES 

i h2,LcALDIE?., + /I,,  LFATDIET, 

+ A2,, C'EGEY, + I),, HMISP,  

+ h,,WINTER, + h,,SPRING, 

+ /),,,SUMMER, + A;, WKDY\.VKD)', 

+ b32CVKDYWKED, + A,, KQ I E ,  

+ h,, KQ-lll, + h,, KQSHI, 

+ b,,,KQ2FA, + h,,KQISBI, 

+ h,, KL)26_GA, t O,,,KQ26_GS, 

+ h,,,KQ26-GR, t /I, ,  KQ342, 

t h,,KQ343, + h,, KQ344, 

+ b,, KQ35S, + hAi KQ35M, 

+ I), ,  KQ35L, + A,, KQ36,S, 

+ h4,KQ36R, + h,,,A'Q36N, + v,, 

where i = 1 ,  . . . . n denotes the number of 
individuals. Variable names and definitions are 
exhibited in Table 1 .  The  socio-demographic 
variables pertain to age, g e n d e ~  region. urban- 
ization. race, education level, employment sta- 
tus, seasonality, and day of the week. Health 
and nutrition factors deal with health status, 
exercise level, smoking status, participation in 
government food programs, body illass index 
of the individual (health and weight), and 
whether or  not individuals are on a low-calorie 
or low-fat diet. Attitudinal factors relate to the 
number of food servings a person \hould eat 
each day to insure good health; the link be- 
tween diet and d~sea \e :  the importance of 
choosing a low-fat or low-cholesterol diet; the 
importance of nutrition: the substitution of fish 
and/or poultry for meat: the number of tirnes 
beef, pork, or  lamb is eaten each week; the 
size of the beef, pork. or  lamb portions eaten; 
and the trimming of fat from meats. 

PORKPROB and PORK are the dependent 
variables. PORKPROB refers to whether or 
not individual i consumes pork, and PORK re- 
fers to the amount of pork consumption con- 
ditional on individual i choosing to  consume 
the product. To capture potential nonlinear re- 
lationships for income and age, we employ a 
logarithmic transfornlation of these variables. 

A logarithmic transformation of advertising 
and pro~notion expenditure also is used to en- 
sure  d iminishing marginal  returns.  Pork  
checkoff funds are used only for generic ad- 
vertising and promotion. not branded advertis- 
ing and promotion. We separate Leading Na- 
tional Advertisers (LNA) branded advertising 
and prornotion expenditures from the National 
Pork Producers Council (NPPC) generic ad- 
vertising and promotic>n expenditures. In this 
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Table I. Variable Definitions 

Variable Definition 

PORKPROB Individual consumes pork'? (I - yes. 0 = no) 

PORK Amount of pork consumption (grams) 

Advertising & Promotion 

LNA-BRANDED LNA branded advertising expenditures (thousand dollars) 

NPPC-GENERIC NPPC generic advertising expenditures (thousand dollars) 
LNA-BEEF LNA advertising expendit~~res for beef (thousand dollars) 

Socio-Demographic Factors & Characteristics of Individuals 

INCOME Income (dollars) 
AGE Age 
NE Region is Northeast? (I = yes, 0 = no) 
MW Region is Midwest'! ( I  = yes, O = no) 
WEST Region is West'! ( l = yes, O = no) 
MSANCC Outside central city? ( 1  = yes, O = no) 
NMSA Non-rnetrupolitan statistical Area? (I = yes. O = no) 
HHSlZE Household sire 
MALE Male respondent'! ( I  = yes, O = no) 
BLACK Race is black'! ( I  = yes, 0 = no) 
OTHER Race is other? (I = yes, O = no) 
NHISP Origin is non-hispanic? ( I = yes, 0 = no) 
HS High school completed? (I = yes, 0 = no) 
COL College completed? (I  = yes, 0 = no) 
EMP Employecl? (I  = yes, O = no) 

Seasonality 

WINTER Season is winter'? ( I  = yes. 0 = no) 
SPRING Season is spring'? ( 1  = yes. O = no) 
SUMMER Season is summer'? ( I  = yes, O = no) 
WKDYW KDY Survey in weekday and weekday'? ( I  = yes, 0 = no) 
WKDYWKED Survey in weekday and weekend? (I = yes, 0 = no) 

Government Progra~n Participation 

FSYES Receiving food stamps? ( I  = yes, O = no) 
WICY ES Receiving WIC coupons'? ( I  = yes, 0 = no) 

Health & Nutrition 

REGEX 
MODEX 
GOODH 
NVSMOKED 
SMOKEN 
PREGLAC 
LC ALDIET 
LFATDIET 
VEGEY 
BMLSP 

Exercise more than twice in a week? (I = yes, O = no) 
Exercise at least once in a week? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 
Health is good'? ( 1  = yes, 0 = no) 
Never sn~oked? (1 - yes, O = no) 
No  smoking now'! (1 = yes, 0 = no) 
Pregnantllactating status? ( 1  = yes, 0 = no) 
Low calorie diet? ( I  = yes, O = no) 
Low fat diet? ( 1  = yes, O = no) 
Vegetarian'? ( I  = yes, O = no) 
Body-mass index 

AttitudinaIfLifesty le Factors 

K Q l E  How many servings from different food groups would you say a person your 
age and sex should eat each day for good health? 

KQ?FA Do you agree what you eat makes a difference in your chance of getting a 

disease? i l = yes, 0 = no) 
KQ4HI Is it important to choose a diet low in fat? ( I  = yes. 0 = no) 
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Table 1. (Continued) 

Variable Definition 

KQ4HII Is it important to choose a diet low in cholesterol? ( I = yes, 0 = n o )  
KQISBT When you buy food is nutrition important'? ( I  = yes, O = no) 
KQ26 GA Do you aIway\ eat fish nr po~~ltry instead of meat'? ( 1  = yes, 0 = no) 
KQ26-GS Do you someti~lzes eat fish or poultry instead of meat? ( 1  = yes. 0 = no) 
KQ26-GR Do you rarely eat fish or poultry instead of meat'? ( 1  = yes. 0 = no) 
KQ342 Do you eat beef, pot-k, or lamb 1-2 times in a week? ( 1  = yes, 0 == no) 
KQ343 Do you eat beef, pork, or lamb 3-4 times in a week'! ( I  = yes. 0 = no) 
KQ344 Do you eat beef. pork. or lamb 5-6 times in  a week'! ( 1  = yes, 0 = no) 
KQ3SS When you eat meat do you ~ ~ s ~ ~ a l l y  eat small portions? ( 1  = ycs, O = no) 
KQ35M When you rut meat do you ~~sually eat medium portions? ( I  = yes. 0 = no) 
KQ351, When you eat meat d o  you usually eat large portions'? ( I  = yes, 0 = no) 
KQ36S When you eat meat do you sometimes trim the visual fat? ( I  = yes, 0 = no) 
KQ36R Whcn you eat meat do you rarely trim the vi\ual fat! ( I  = yes. 0 = n o )  

KQ36N When you eat meat do yo~l never trim the vtsual fat? ( l = yes, 0 = no)  

way we are able to identify and assess the ini- 
pacts of branded and generic advertising and 
promotion expenditures on the probability of 
consuming pork and on the amount of pork 
consumed given the decision to eat pork. Fi- 
nally we consider as well the impact of beef 
advertising on the decision to consume pork 
and on the decision of how much pork to con- 
sume. Because beef and pork are considered 
red meats. poultry advertising is excluded 
from the analysis. We use the LNA expendi- 
tures on beef in this assessment. and we e n -  
ploy a logarithmic transformation o f  these ex- 
penditures as well. In equations (7) and (8) the 
variables for income: age; household size 
(HHSIZE,); body mass index (BMI-SP,); and 
the number of servings h-om the meat, poultry, 
fish, dry beans, and egg group nece\sat y to 
enuire good health (KQIE) corre\pond to the 
right-hand-side variables which correspond to 
~ e r o - o n e  or dummy variables. 

Data 

The source of the data for this analysis is the 
1994-96 Continuing Survey of Food Intake of 
Individuals (CSFII) and the Diet and Health 
Knowledge Survey (DHKS) available from 
ARS. USDA. The CSFIl  anti DHKS lire de- 
signed to  measure food intakes and nutrients 
consumed by Americans as well as their ntti- 
tucks about diet and knowledge about diet- 

health relationships. The  data include the ac- 
tual amount of food consun~ption (in grams) 
for individuals over 20 years of age over two 
nonconsecutive days. 

The sample consists of only DHKS respon- 
dents who provided two days of intake data 
from the CSFII. 1836 observations in 1994; 
I936 in 1995; and 1 877 observations in 1996. 
Thus the total number of observations in this 
study is 5649 for 1994-96. However, obser- 
vations which have zero income values or  
have missing values for other pertinent vari- 
ables are eliminated, leaving 469 1 observa- 
tions for use in this study. 

I>escripti\e statistic\ of the variables are re- 
ported in Table 2. On average, roughly 31 per- 
cent of ~ndividuals ate pork over a two-no~i-  
consecutive-day period; the average quantity 
consunled over two nonconsecutive days was 
about 13 grams. The  average household in- 
come of the individuals in this sample was 
$36,150. and the average age was about 50.  
Means of the zero-one variables depict the 
proportion of individuals that fa11 into partic- 
ular categories. For example, 5 1 percent of re- 
spondents were male, nearly 90 percent be- 
lieved that what you eat makes a difference in 
the chances of getting a disease. 9 percent 
were on a low-fat diet, and 47 percent had 
never smoked. As exhibited in Table 3 ,  the 
eight questions associated with attitudes or  
lifestyles arc not highly correlated on a pair- 
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Variables in  the Models 

Individuals with Individuals with 

Variable All Individuals Pork Intake No Pork -- 

PORKPROB 0.3 14 1 0 

PORK" 13.1 17 4 I ,745 0 
LNA-BRANDEDh 9767.9 9700 983 1.4 

NPPC-GENERIC" 2 160.6 7172.4 2 152.4 

LNA-BEEF" 4072.8 4089.3 4025.5 

INCOME' 36 153.00 34424.00 35455.00 

AGE 50.36 52.65 50.13 
N E 0. 190 0.158 0.204 
MW 0.263 0.290 0.237 
WEST 0.191 0.161 0.2 13 
MSANCC 0.442 0.401 0.454 
NMSA 0.266 0.309 0.7-50 
HHSIZE 2.596 2.552 2.588 
MALE 0.508 0.53 1 0.50 1 
BLACK 0. 119 0.175 0.096 
OTHER 0.054 0.047 0.067 
NHlSP 0.93 1 0.940 0.9 18 
HS 0.350 0.363 0.135 
COL 0.452 0.384 0.469 
EMP 0.599 0.566 0.59 1 
REGEX 0.488 0.174 0.49 1 
MODEX 0.127 0.133 0.125 
GOODH 0.839 0.822 0.832 
FSYES 0. 10 1 0.  1 10 0. 103 
NVSMOKED 0.470 O.-r132 0.485 
SMOKEN 0.269 0.281 0.266 
WICYES 0.003 0.003 0.003 
IXALDIET 0.062 0.054 0.064 
LFATDIET 0.000 0.065 0.101 
VEGEY 0.0 1 9 0.0 16 0.035 
BMI-SP 26.592 27.045 26.32 1 
WINTER 0.227 0.235 0.22 1 
SPRING 0.756 0.255 0.256 
SLIMMER 0.282 0.294 0.274 
WKDYWKDY 0.487 0.462 0.499 
WKDY WKED 0.482 0.507 0.47 I 
KQlE 2.004 2.046 1.861 
KQ4HT 0.878 0.856 0.858 
KQ4H I I 0.892 0.875 0.885 
KQ2FA 0.900 0.888 0.893 
K Q  1 SBl 0.945 0.948 0.926 
KQ26-GA 0.169 0.132 0.192 
KQ7-6-GS 0.694 0.704 0.664 
KQ26-GR 0.09 1 0.1 15 0.085 
KQ342 0.369 0.353 0.368 
KQ343 0.330 0.360 0.297 

KQ344 0.155 0.189 0.141 

KQ35S 0.333 0.304 0.346 

KQ35M 0.540 0.565 0.510 

KQ35L 0.1 12 0 .  127- 0.102 
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Table 2. (Continued) 

Vuriahle All Indibiduals 

.' grams 
" 000 do1lnl.s 
' dollars 

wise basis. Thus wc are in position to disen- 
tangle the separate effects of this set of atti- 
tudinalllifestyle variables. 

Advertising and pro~liotiori efforts are not 
included in the 1994-96 CSFIIIDHKS. Data 
pertaining to advertising and promotion are 
branded expetlditures from Leading National 
Advertisers (LNA) and generic expenditures 
from the National Pork Producers Council 
(NPPC). The respective data o n  advertising 
and promotion are available quarterly. Quar- 
terly aclvertising and promotion expenditures 
were niittched with the 1994-96 CSFIIIDHKS 
data by appropriate time periods since it was 
not possible to measure the exposure of each 
individual directly. Generally, porh prorno- 
tiorial efforts were national in scope and di- 
rected to all demographic groups. Within a 
quarter. all individuals are presumed t o  have 
equal potential for exposure to the prornotions 
since advertising programs typically arc tar- 
geted at a broad national audience. Theoreti- 
cally, all other things constant, promotions are 
designed to increase the probability of con- 
sulnlng porh and the abwlute anlount of pork 
con\umption. About $250 million was spent 
on branded promotion and roughly $50  tnil- 
lion wa\ \pent on generic pron~otion over the 
1994-96 period.& On average. o \c r  this period 

I Therc were three d;rta SOLII-ceh for generic expen- 
di~ures:  NPPC, LNA. nntl Bozell Inc. Bo;tell, Inc. i \  
the advertising firm ~ ~ w d  by NPPC. The advel-tising 
and promotion cxpendirures from three data sources 
were not the same. K i n n ~ ~ c a n  and Bellera reported that 
LNA data generally understale a c t ~ ~ : ~ l  cxpenclitures or 
misreprrsent turning points. 7-he correlation matrix o f  
the respective advertising nnil promotion variables re- 
vealed notable differences. Tile corl-elations range from 
-0.023 between generic NPPC cxpendit~~res and ge- 
neric LNA expencliturcs to  0.175 hctween Bozell ex- 

Individuals with I n d i v i d ~ ~ ~ r l s  with 
Pork Intake 
-- 

N o  Pork 

0.244 0 .  191 

0.047 0.038 

0.073 0.092 

about $23 million was directed to branded 
promotion per quarter and about $4.5 million 
was directed to generic programs per quarter. 

Empirical Results 

Estimates of the parameters and their staticti- 
cal significance for the participation and con- 
sumption decisions obtained from clouble-hur- 
dle procedure with tlisaggregate LNA branded 
and NPPC generic advertising expetlditures in 
the moclel are exhibited in Table 4. The x2 test 
statistic is statistically significant, indicating 
that the double-hurdle nioclel contains at least 
one statistically significant coefficient. Also. 
the correlation between the participation stage 
and the consumption stage in the double-hur- 
dle model is 0.6458. statistically different 
fro171 zero. We considered both contempora- 
neous and lagged effects of advertising and 
promotion in both stages. We do not allow the 
length of the lags to be greater tliitn four quar- 
ters. Based on f ve choices of' lags (0 to 4) for 
branded and generic pork advertising promo- 
tion expenditures as well as beef' advertising 
and promotion expenditures. 125 clouhle-bur- 
dlc moclels were coti\idered. The criterion for 
choosing the appropriate model and hence the 
appropriate lag lengths rested on the maui- 
niuln value of the respective log-likelihood 
fi~nctions. 

perrditures and generic NPPC expenditures. To check 
on the robustness ol' the impacts of advertising and 
promotion on the probability of consuming pork and 
o n  the amount of pork consumption. we considered all 
sources of generic expendit~~res rclated to promotional 
efl'c>rts. Although we report only the genel-ic e x p r ~ ~ d i -  
tilres from NPPC in this papcr, empirical results related 
to LNA and Bozell cxpenditi~res are avail:rble f ro~n  the 
authors upon request. 
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We discuss the empirical results focusing 
on ( I )  the profile of pork consumers obtained 
based on the results of the participation equa- 
tion and (2) the drivers of the absolute level 
of pork intake based on the results of the con- 
s~~tnpt ion equation. For all statistical analyses 
the level of significance chosen was 0.10. 

Participation Stage Results-Profile of 
Individuals Likely to Eat Pork 

With this specification. branded advertising for 
pork enters the participation decision stage 
contemporaneoi~sly, NPPC generic advertising 
for pork enters the equation with a four-quarter 
lag, while advertising expenditures for beef 
enter the model with a two-quarter lag. In this 
model specification, branded advertising ex- 
penditures for pork and generic advertising ex- 
penditures for pork significantly impact the 
probability of consuming pork. The impact of 
beef aclvertising is not statistically different 
from zero in this stage. 

The effects of income and age on the prob- 
ability of consuming pork are positive and sta- 
tistically significant. lndividuals located in the 
Northeast and West are less likely to eat pork 
than individuals located in the South and the 
Midwest. Individurils located in non-metro ar- 
eas are more likely to eat pork than individuals 
located in central cities or suburban areas. 
Blacks are more likely to eat pork than whites 
or other races. The probability of consuming 
pork also is inversely related to the level of 
educatioti. Those individuals either completing 
high school or college are less likely to eat 
pork than those individuals not completing 
high school. Neither household size, gender. 
nor employment status significantly impacts 
the probability of eating pork. 

Key health factors impacting the probabil- 
ity of consuming pork are smoking status. spe- 
cial diet, and body mass index (height and 
weight). Those individuals who have never 
smoked or are not smoking now have a lower 
probability of consuming pork than those in- 
dividuals who are currently smoking. Individ- 
uals who are on a low-fat diet are less likely 
to eat pork than other individuals. Body mass 

are positively correlated. The amount of ex- 
ercise, participation in the Food Stamp Pro- 
gram or the WIC Program, self-perception of 
degree of healthiness, and being on a low-cal- 
orie diet are not significant determinants of the 
probability of consuming pork. 

Seasonality plays a role in the probability 
of eating pork. The consumption of pork is 
more likely in the sumrnrl; winter, and spring 
relative to the fall. However, day of the week 
is not a kcy factor associated with the proba- 
bility of eating pork. 

Attitudinal or lifestyle factors affect the 
probability of pork consumption. Eating red 
meat (beef, pork, or lamb) on a regular basis, 
either 1-2, 3-4. or 5-6 times a week is posi- 
tively linked to the probability of pork con- 
sumption. In addition, those individuals who 
always trim the visual fat from Ineat are less 
likely to eat pork than those individirals who 
sometimes, rarely, or never trim the visual fat 
from meat. Those individ~lals who think that 
what you eat can make a difserence in the 
chances of getting a disease are less likely to 
eat pork than those individuals who do not 
think so. The greater the importance of nutri- 
tion in hod-buying decisions, the greater the 
probability of pork consumption. The greater 
the number of servings from difcerent food 
groups a person should eat each day for good 
health, the greater the probability of pork con- 
sumption. The probability of eating pork is not 
significantly different among those individuals 
who always. sometimes, or rarely eat fish or 
poultry instead of meat versus those individ- 
uals who never eat fish or poultry instead of 
meat. 

Nayga and Capps. using data from the 
1987-88 Nationwide Food Consumption Sur- 
vey, examined the decision to purchase pork 
in the away-from-home and at-home markets. 
However, they did not considcr health or at- 
titudinal variables in their study. Our results 
concerning region, urbanization, race. age, and 
income generally correspond with those of 
Nayga and Capps. 

Consumption Stage Results 

LNA branded and NPPC generic advertising 
expenditures are positively associated with index and the probability of consuming pork 



'Table 4. Double-Hurdle Model Results for the Probability of Consuming Pork and the Ab- 
solute Amoitnt of Pork Consumption Using Data Pertaining to LNA Branded and NPPC (Ge- 
neric) Advertising and Promotion Expenditures for Pork and Data Pertaining to LNA Adver- 
tising and Promotion Expenditures for Beef 

Participation Consumption 

Cocfticient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 

In(LNA-BRANDED)' 
In(NPPC-GENERIC),' 
In(LNA-BEEF).' 
In(INC0M E) 
In(ACiE) 
N E. 
MW 
WEST 
MSANCC 
NMSA 
HHSIZE 
MALE 
BLACK 
OTHER 
NHlSP 
H S 
COL 
EMP 
REGEX 
MODEX 
GOODH 
FSYES 
NVSMOKED 
SMOKEN 
WICYES 
LCALDIET 
LFATDl ET 
VEGEY 
BMI-SP 
WINTER 
SPRING 
SUMMER 
WKDYWKDY 
WKDYWKED 
K Q l E  
KQ2FA 
KQ4HI 
KQ4H I I 
KQ15B1 
KQ26-GA 
KQ26-GS 
KQ26-CR 
KQ342 
KQ343 
KO344 
KQ35S 
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Table 4. (Continued) 

Participation 

Variable Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 

K Q 3 5 M  
KQ35L 
KQ36S 
KQ36R 
KQ36N 
(T 

P 
Constant 
x' 
Log-likelihood 

* Significant at 0.10-level. 
.'Conte~nporaneous brandcd advertising and promot io~~ expenditure\ for pork, 4-lag of genet-ic advertising and PI-o- 

motion e.ipc~lditures for pork. and 2-lug of a t iver t~~ing  expenditures for beef in the participation equation: I-quarter 
lag of hranded advertising and 3-cluartcr la9 of generic i~clvcrtiaing expentliturcs for pork and I -cluartcr lag of advertising 
cxpenditures for beef in the consumption equalion. 

amounts of pork intake. The irnpact of beef 
advertising expenditures on pork intake is not 
statistically different from rero. Branded ad- 
vertising expenditures for pork enter the mod- 
el with one-quartel- lag. generic advertising ex- 
penditures enter the model with a three-quarter 
lag, and advertising expenditures for beef en- 
ter the model with a one-quarter lag. Using the 
results exhibited in Table 4, the branded ud- 
vertising elasticity at the sample means is 
0.7 182. The NPPC generic advertising elastic- 
ity for pork at the sample means is 0.1039. 
Yen provides the detailed calculations to de- 
rive the marginal impacts and the elasticities 
associated with double-hurdle models. 

Key drivers of the absolute amount of pork 
intake, besides advertising and promotion. are 
region, gender, and seasonality. For those de- 
ciding to eat pork, intake o n  average was 
a b o ~ ~ t  42 grams in the sample. Conditional on 
eating pork, individuals residing in the North- 
east and Midwest consume 10 to 1 1  grarns 
more pork than individuals residing in the 
South. Males consume about 10 grams more 
pork than females. all other factors invariant. 
Further, when pork consumption occurs, it is 
higher in the fall by 7 to 16 grams than in the 
winter, spring, and summer. 

Income, age, urbanization, household size, 
education, and employment status are not sig- 
nificant determinants of absolute levels of 

pork intake. While health, nutrition, and atti- 
tudinal factors affect the decision to consume 
pork, once the decision is made, these factors 
are not significant drivers of the level of pork 
consumed. 

Concluding Remarks 

Using data from the 1994-96 CSFIIIDHKS. 
we identify and assess factors affecting two 
issues indigenous to pork denland: ( 1 )  the de- 
cision to consume pork or not; and (2) con- 
ditional on consuming pork. the absolute level 
of pork intake. The data pertain to two non- 
consecutive days of intake for 469 1 individu- 
als. We consider advertising and promotion, 
health issues, and attitudes and lifestyles of in- 
dividuals along with socio-demographic char- 
acteristics of individuals as potential determi- 
nants of pork demand. 

Branded anci generic advertising of pork 
play a prominent role in the probability of 
consuming pork and the absolute a~nount of 
pork intake. Beef advertising, czter i .~  prlt-ihus. 

does not significantly affect either the proba- 
bility of consuming pork or the amount of 
pork intake. Brester and Schroeder LIS well as 
Kinnucan et a1 found that generic advertising 
had no effect on the demand for pork. Brester 
and Schrocder's analysis included branded and 
generic advertising but excluded health infor- 



mation. Kinnucan et al's analysis included ge- 
neric advertising and health information but 
not branded advertising. Our analysis includes 
branded and generic advertising for pork. 
cornpetitor (beet? advertising, health informa- 
tion, and attitudinal information. 

The branded advertising elasticity for pork 
in our analysis is estimated to be 0.2182 while 

the generic advertising elasticity for pork is 
estimated to be 0.1029. These elasticities, de- 
rived using a micro-level analysis, are higher 
than those reported using more conventional 
tirne-series analysis. Estimates from cross-sec- 
tional data generally conform to long-run pat- 
terns, while estimates from time-series data 
typically conform to short-run patterns. Con- 
sequently, the advertising elasticities derived 
from cross-sectional data are likely to be 
greater than those derived from time-series 
data. 

The micro-level analysis also supports the 
contention that health issues and attitudes of 
individuals are important drivers of pork de- 
mand. Key health, attitudinal, and lifestyle 
factors are smoking status. dietary status, body 
mass index, the importance of' nutrition in 
buying food, and trimming visible fat from 
meat. These factors, however, impact the prob- 
ability of consuming pork rather than the 
amount of pork consunled. Region, urbaniza- 
tion, race. age, income. and seasonality also 
affect pork demand. 

Our  st~rdy demonstrates that opportunities 
to  gain a greater understanding of the dernsnd 
for pork are possible using micro-level data 
for intlividuals. Additional studies using a mi- 
cro-level analysis, focusing on Inore detailed 
health, nutrition, and attitudinal or behavioral 
questions. Lire worthwhile. Also, as Telser 
notes, demand depends not only on advertis- 
ing outlays (expenditures) but also o n  the 
n ~ ~ r n b e r  of  messages received by individuals. 
Consequently. in future studies it is desirable 
to better link advertising with individual be- 
havior in micro-level analyses. The impact of 

advertising copy. target audience, and rnedia 
mix is not necessarily reflected by using acl- 
vertising expenditures as a measure of media 
exposure. The combination of conventional 
time-series (macro-level) analysis with the mi- 

cro-level analysis reported in this study will 

provide useful information to producers in the 

evaluation of checkoff programs. 
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